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RESORTSUITE AND SHIFT4 PARTNER TO DELIVER THE MOST SECURE FULL-SERVICE HOSPITALITY
SOLUTION

TORONTO, ON – ResortSuite, a global leader in guest-centric hospitality management software
solutions, and Shift4 Corporation, provider of the DOLLARS ON THE NET® payment gateway, have
partnered to provide the most secure full-service hospitality solution available on the market.
Even with the strictest adherence to PCI compliance, the hospitality industry is at significant risk to
breach, as thieves have set their sights on the low hanging fruit of frail interfaces between fragmented
systems. The only way to truly mitigate this risk is to remove credit card data entirely from the
vulnerable ecosystem of hotel software.
ResortSuite and Shift4 have integrated their solutions to the point where credit card data is encrypted at
the credit card device through Point to Point Encryption (P2PE). Unencrypted card data never enters
the computer memory, network or Oracle database. When credit card information must be keyed into
the system, it is first sent directly to Shift4’s datacenter, where it is tokenized. This token is then sent
back to ResortSuite to be stored on a guest’s file for use for up to two years.
“We are proud to partner with Shift4 on this initiative,” said ResortSuite Founder and CEO Frank
Pitsikalis. “In a time when information can so easily fall into the wrong hands, we believe we can utilize
strong technology to help, instead of harm. This integration will help the hospitality industry to deliver a
personalized guest experience, with the confidence of securing that guest’s information at every touch
point.”
“Shift4 is committed to arming our customers with layered security to provide the greatest reduction in
breach profile and PCI scope.” said Dave Oder, CEO, Shift4 Corporation. “Our joint solution with
ResortSuite enables hotels and resorts to eliminate the burden of storing, processing, and transmitting
sensitive cardholder data while keeping their daily business practices intact. We are proud to work with
ResortSuite to offer this comprehensive solution.”
ResortSuite supports P2PE devices for both card-present (EMV-capable pin pads & encrypted cardswipes) and card-not present (encrypted keypads with swipe) transactions. Card data, be it swiped,
keyed, chip-read or entered online is encrypted at the source with devices injected with shared-keys

only provided to Shift4. ResortSuite’s full support of Shift4’s TrueTokenization®, True P2PE™, EMV
and i4Go® (for online transaction security) makes it the most integrated and secure platform for fullservice hotels and resorts available today.

About ResortSuite:
ResortSuite is a sophisticated and fully integrated customer-centric hospitality management software
solution developed specifically for hotels and resorts, boutique hotels, spas, clubs and leisure
operations, and their multi-faceted business areas. The ResortSuite solution is built on an Oracle
database and includes the following specialized modules: PMS, SPA, CATERING, F&B, GOLF, SKI,
CLUB, RETAIL, CONCIERGE, WEB, MOBILE, SOCIAL, DASHBOARD, CONNECT and RS OPS. All
modules oversee the areas of an operation in parallel but share common core capabilities, creating a
customer-centric, integrated hospitality management solution. For more information on the ResortSuite
solution, please visit www.resortsuite.com.
About Shift4 Corporation:
Shift4 stands alone as the last major player in the payments space to remain independent, self funded,
and merchant focused. Our DOLLARS ON THE NET® payment gateway comes with all the bells and
whistles: pre- and post-settlement auditing, fraud controls, support for new technologies like EMV and
mobile, secure connections to nearly every major bank and processor in North America, and 350+
certified integrations to leading POS, PMS, and e-commerce platforms. Shift4 invests heavily in
payment security – we invented tokenization and own eight payment-security patents. We empower our
33,000+ merchant customers with the flexibility to customize our secure payment processing solutions
to fit their business. Learn more at shift4.com.
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